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Astronomy for Young and Old 978-178250-046-9 £13.59

Biodynamic Gardening: For Health and Taste 978-086315-696-0 £13.59

A Biodynamic Manual 978-178250-080-3 £11.99

Companion Plants and How to Use Them 978-178250-286-9 £7.19

How Does My Fruit Grow? 978-178250-472-6 £8.79

How Does My Garden Grow? 978-178250-037-7 £8.79

The Maria Thun Biodynamic Calendar 2020 978-178250-604-1 £6.39

The North American Maria Thun Biodynamic Almanac 2020 978-178250-605-8 £6.39

The Moon Gardener’s Almanac 2020 978-178250-598-3 £7.19

Muck and Mind 978-158420-181-6 £16.00

The Secrets of Bees 978-178250-580-8 £7.99

Stargazers’ Almanac 2020 978-178250-570-9 £11.99

Toward Saving the Honeybee 978-099775-630-2 £11.99

Weeds and What They Tell Us 978-086315-925-1 £6.39

When Wine Tastes Best 2020 978-178250-606-5 £2.99

FREE with every order: When Wine Tastes Best 2019 978-178250-532-7 FREE 1 FREE

Postage UK: £2.50 - one flat rate, no matter how many books you order
 Europe: £5.00 first book + £1.50 each additional book
 Rest of World: £10.00 first book + £2.50 each additional book

*EU Christmas order deadline 6 Dec. 2019
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q Mind Body Spirit
q Holistic Health
q Karl König Archive 
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q Philosophy of the Natural World
q Philosophy of Human Life 
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q Steiner-Waldorf Education
q Picture Books (age 0—6)
q Story Books (age 6—10)  

q Elsa Beskow Books
q Crafts & Activities
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Biodynamics from Floris Books
Stock up on all your essentials for 2020, plus great gift ideas

THE MARIA THUN  
BIODYNAMIC CALENDAR 2020

MATTHIAS THUN

64 pages
paperback
RRP: £7.99
OFFER: £6.39!

Now in its 58th year, this useful guide shows you the optimum days for 
sowing, pruning and harvesting various plants and crops in 2020, as 
well as a timetable for working with bees. 

Only our calendar includes Maria Thun’s unique insights, which go 
above and beyond the standard information presented in other lunar 
calendars. Designed to be quick and easy to use, it’s presented in full 
colour with clear symbols and explanations.

Also includes a pullout wallchart that can be pinned up in a barn, 
shed or greenhouse as a handy quick reference.

WHEN WINE TASTES BEST 2020
A Biodynamic Calendar for Wine Drinkers

MATTHIAS THUN

48 pages | paperback
RRP: £3.99
OFFER: £2.99!

When you buy a bottle of wine 
to enjoy at home, wouldn’t 
you like to know when it’s 
going to be at its best? 

Based on The Maria Thun 
Biodynamic Calendar, this 
handy little pocket guide tells 
you which days are optimum 
wine-drinking days — and 
which days to avoid if you 
want to get the most out of 
your glass.

Friends or family in the USA or Canada?
The North American version 

makes a great gift!

Get the 2019 edition free 
when you place any order.

Based on The Maria Thun Biodynamic 
Calendar, the Biodynamic Gardening 
Calendar app is a quick, easy way to look 
up daily sowing and planting information:

All-new design makes it even easier to 
use when you’re on the go

Only see information on the crops 
you’re growing

Plan ahead by day, week or month

Filter by key activities, such as pest 
control, harvesting seeds or making 
biodynamic preparations

Brand new: 
The Biodynamic 
Gardening 
Calendar app

Try it for free

The perfect companion to the 
bestselling print calendar!



A BIODYNAMIC 
MANUAL
Practical 
Instructions for 
Farmers  
and Gardeners

PIERRE MASSON

A fully illustrated guide, providing 
answers to all your biodynamic 
gardening and farming questions.

320 pp | pb | RRP: £14.99
OFFER: £11.99

212 pp | pb | RRP: £20.00
OFFER: £16.00

MUCK  
AND MIND

JONATHAN 
MICHAEL CODE

Examines how the biodynamic 
approach to agriculture can be a 
catalyst for the transformation of 
consciousness and culture.

TOWARD 
SAVING THE 
HONEYBEE

GUNTHER HAUK 
 

Both a practical guide to 
beekeeping and a study of the 
honeybee as a powerful ecological 
barometer.

80 pp | pb | RRP: £14.99
OFFER: £11.99

THE SECRETS OF BEES
An Insider’s Guide to the Life of Honeybees

MICHAEL WEILER

160 pages | paperback | RRP: £9.99 | OFFER: £7.99!
Second edition. Previously published as Bees and Honey, from Flower to Jar.

112 pp | pb | RRP: £8.99
OFFER: £7.19

HOW DOES MY FRUIT GROW?  
HOW DOES MY GARDEN GROW?

GERDA MULLER

144 pp | pb | RRP: £16.99
OFFER: £13.59

COMPANION 
PLANTS AND 
HOW TO  
USE THEM

HELEN 
PHILBRICK & 
RICHARD GREGG

A thorough A-Z reference book of 
plants and how they affect each 
other when grown close together.

BIODYNAMIC 
GARDENING
For Health   
and Taste

HILARY WRIGHT

 
A colour illustrated introduction 
to everything a beginner needs 
to know about biodynamics.  
A perfect present.

WEEDS AND 
WHAT THEY 
TELL US
EHRENFRIED 
PFEIFFER

Everything you need to know 
about the types of plants known 
as weeds, how they grow and what 
they can tell us about soil health.

Encourage your young gardeners to learn 
about growing and caring for different 
plants throughout the year in these beautiful, 
chunky hardback picture books. 96 pp | pb | RRP: £7.99

OFFER: £6.39

120 pages | paperback | RRP: £8.99
OFFER: £7.19

THE MOON GARDENER’S ALMANAC 2020
A Lunar Calendar to Help You Get the Best From Your Garden

EDITED BY THÉRÈSE TRÉDOULAT

The Moon Gardener’s Almanac 2020 is a practical guide 
to planting in harmony with lunar rhythms, helping 
you grow better tasting, more plentiful veggies, and 
stronger, healthier plants and flowers – no midnight 
planting required!

Perfect for small-scale gardeners, this monthly guide is 
designed to fit in with your normal gardening work. 

STARGAZERS’ ALMANAC 2020
A Monthly Guide to the Stars and Planets

BOB MIZON

32 pages | calendar | RRP: £14.99 | OFFER: £11.99!

ASTRONOMY FOR YOUNG AND OLD
A Beginner’s Guide to the Visible Sky

WALTER KRAUL

168 pages | paperback | RRP: £16.99 | OFFER: £13.59!

Explore the sun, moon, planets, comets and meteorites 
with this perfect introduction to astronomy for people  
of any age, whether or not they have a telescope. 
Features 120 colour illustrations.

This large-format almanac allows you to step outside 
and track the planets, locate the Milky Way, watch 
meteor showers, and recognise the constellations of 
the zodiac. Perfect for anyone trying stargazing for the 
first time – no telescope required!

How many bee-hours does it take to make just one jar of honey? 
What do the honeybees’ waggling dances really mean? Why do 
bees swarm? What is a ‘house bee’?

From exploring their life cycle and development, to revealing 
their societies and behaviour, expert biodynamic beekeeper  
Michael Weiler answers these questions and many more. 

Each 40 pages | hardback | RRP: £10.99 | A great gift, only £8.79!

Take your 
first steps into 

astronomy.  
No need to use a 

telescope!


